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ADVANCED DIGITALDATACOLLECTION
ANDANALYTICS TOOLS TO MEASURE SDGS
INDICATORS



PRESENTATION OUTLINE

1. Big Data analytics 
2. Programming languages and Graphical 

Interfaces (No programming Language 
skills needed)

3. Data Mining analytical tools
4. Data Visualization
5. Digital Data Collection
6. Drone Technology and multispectral 

sensor, geospatial and remote sensing 
technology



Proposed Data Collection methods and 
advanced analytical tools to Measure it 

Example of Data Mapping for one 
of the Indicator in Tier 1 in Iraq 

And



Data Mapping and Gaps for the  Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) Indicators in Iraq

The objective of this assignment to collect information
necessary to map the data that is available for the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) Indicators in all three tiers
Categorization



Goal 1: No Poverty Indicator 1.5.1 Number of deaths, missing persons and directly affected persons attributed to disasters per 
100,000 population

Global Methodology

X = ("!#""#$#)
&'()*+', -*-.,'()*+

×100,000
Global Indicator Variables A2 = Number of deaths attributed to disasters;

A3 = Number of missing persons attributed to disasters; and
B1 = Number of directly affected people attributed to disasters.

Global Methodology Data Disaggregation    1. Number of deaths attributed to disasters;
2. Number of missing persons attributed to disasters; and
3.Number of directly affected people attributed to disasters.
[Desirable Disaggregation]:
4. Hazard
5. Geography (Administrative Unit)
6. Sex
7. Age (3 categories)
8. Disability
9. Income

Nationally Adapted Methodology NIL
Nationally Adapted Variables 1. Number of injured  

2. Number of deceased  
Value calculated and Level Injured 3 deceased 133 – National (Iraq)
Missing Variables (Data gaps) against Global Methodology 1. Number of deaths attributed to disasters;

2. Number of missing persons attributed to disasters; and
3.Number of directly affected people attributed to disasters.
[Desirable Disaggregation]:
4. Hazard
5. Geography (Administrative Unit)
6. Sex
7. Age (3 categories)
8. Disability
9. Income

Year data was last collected, frequency of collection 2018-Annually

Data Source 1.Ministry of Interior
2. Central Statistical Organization

Proposed Data Collection methods and Advanced Analytical 
Tools

1.DRONE-Multispectral Sensor- Operational and Mapping 
2. Mobile sensor network 
3.Data collection through Google Earth for a wide variety of purposes 
4. Satellite instruments for spatial, temporal, and spectral resolutions mapping for real time data collection
5. Advanced Mobile Based Data Collection tools support capturing data as text, numbers, dates, GPS, photos, video and audio such as Open 
Data Kit and Kobo Toolbox. They allow for offline data collection with mobile devices in remote areas with advanced data curation and 
visualization on the device.
6.R and Python are programming languages and free modern software environment for data Science, statistical computing and data 
visualization. The R and python languages have become very popular among statisticians and data miners (Big Data analytics) and is widely 
used for advanced data analysis in statistical methodology, survey creation, data cleaning and data analysis
7.Data Visualization tools to visualize large amounts of complex structure and unstructured data and to identify areas that need attention or 
improvement such as Tableau, Highcharts, Power BI, etc.
8. Graphical User Interface softwares; these include specialized applications that use menus, widgets, virtual connections, no programming 
skills required Applying a hybrid of powerful analytical capabilities Text analysis, combined with predictive modelling and data visualization 
such as RapidMiner, KNIME, and Orange
5. Big Data Analytics and Data Mining tools for large volumes of data using Machine Learning modelling   

Links Global Metadata 1.5.1.

https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/metadata/files/Metadata-01-05-01.pdf


1. BIG DATA ANALYTICS



Big data is a buzzword; used to describe a massive volume of both 
structured and unstructured data that is so large it is difficult to 
process using traditional database and software techniques.

Relevance of big data occurs when large amounts of relevant 
data is analysed, turned into information and then into 
knowledge.

It requires specific skill sets and attention towards processes and 
context. 

Understanding Big Data: What is Big Data?



Big Data is characterized by the four “V’s



MISSION: TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF LIFE AND ECONOMIC WELL-BEING OF PEOPLE WORLDWIDE

Big Data is characterized by the four ‘V’s



Big Data Types and Sources 
1. Structured Data
(i) Computer- or Machine-Generated Structured Data: 
Sensor data, Web log data , Point-of-sale data, Financial data
(ii) Human-Generated Data Input data, Click-stream data, and  
Gaming-related data 

2. Semis-Structured Data
Social media data: This data is generated from the social media 
platforms such as YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Posts, 
Favourites, Sentiment, and Flickr, etc

3. Unstructured DATA
(i) Machine-Generated Unstructured Data Examples:  
Satellite images, Scientific data, Photographs and video and Radar or 
sonar data:
(ii) Human-generated Unstructured Data Examples 
Mobile and Voice data , Image and Video Data, Machine Data 



(1) Data Visualization: Big data visualization  
(2) Data Mining: Social media(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc.), text, 

email , and Internet (Google)…etc. (It can be done at a fraction of the 
cost and in real time).

(3) Predictive analytics: Machine learning, predictive and statistical 
modeling 

(4) Crowdsourcing: Data from various sources 
• text messages
• social media 
• blogs, etc.

(5) Internet of things: Real-time data collection to computing systems by 
sensors and actuators

(6) Mobile analytics: massive amounts of data that mobile companies 
gather about their users in terms of:
• calling volume and pattern
• location
• privacy & ethical use challenges

Big Data Analytics Applications

Applications of Big Data are Endless! It is just the beginning of a transformation into a 
big data economy.



1. Apache Hadoop and Map Reduce Apache Hadoop is 
an open source software framework employed for  
handling of big data. It processes datasets of big data by 
means of the MapReduce programming model.
2. Cloudera- Distribution for Hadoop (CDH)
3. Spark- Apache Spark is an open source framework for 
data analytics
4. Apache Cassandra is free of cost and open-source 
distributed

Top Big Data Analytics Tools

Cloud Computing; such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), 
Google AI Platform, Microsoft Azure



Example of my previous research work in Asia: 
Big Data Analytics in Public Health -Maternal Mortality the case of Indonesia-D3.js code
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coanS5RgKxs&feature=em-upload_owner

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coanS5RgKxs&feature=em-upload_owner






2. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND
GRAPHICAL INTERFACES (NO PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE SKILLS NEEDED)



Programming Tools and Types

Text Interfaces

These are generally programming
languages that use written commands:

1. One of the most fundamental tools
in data mining is the statistical
programming language R-Free-
Open Source

2. Programming language Python 3-
Free- Open Source

Graphical Interfaces

These include specialized applications that
use menus, widgets, virtual connections,
and it's really easy to see the process:

1.RapidMiner- There is a free version and
there is a paid version- You can download
the free version
2. KNIME- You can download it for free
3. Orange-You can download it for free
4. BigML on Server free for small task but
they charge with big data analytics-Nice
way to work with.



3. DATA MINING ANALYTICAL TOOLS



What is Data Mining?  
Text mining is an automatic process that uses natural language processing to 
extract valuable insights from unstructured text. By transforming data into 
information that machines can understand, text mining automates the process 
of classifying texts by sentiment, topic, and intent. Social media(Facebook, 
Twitter, Instagram, etc.), text, email , and Internet (Google)…etc. (It can be 
done at a fraction of the cost and in real time).

There are two ways to use text analytics (also called text 
mining) or natural language processing (NLP) technology

1. The first method is analyzing text that exists, such as 
customer reviews, gleaning valuable insights.

2. The second method is to structure your text so that it can be 
used in machine learning models to predict future events.



Individuals and organizations generate tons of data every 
day. Stats claim that almost 80% of the existing text data is 
unstructured, meaning it’s not organized in a predefined 
way, it’s not searchable, and it’s almost impossible to 
manage. In other words, it’s just not useful.

Why is Text Mining Important?

1. Scalability: with text mining it’s possible to analyze large volumes of 
data in just seconds. 

2.Real-time analysis: thanks to text mining, companies can prioritize 
urgent matters accordingly including, detecting a potential crisis, and 
discovering product flaws or negative reviews in real time. Why is this so 
important? Because it allows companies to take quick action.

3. Consistent Criteria: when working on repetitive, manual tasks people 
are more likely to make mistakes

https://www.datamation.com/big-data/structured-vs-unstructured-data.html


How is Text Analytics Used?

https://www.zencos.com/blog/text-mining-examples-advanced-analytics/

Applying a hybrid 
of powerful 
analytical 
capabilities   
Text analysis, 
combined with 
predictive 
modelling and data 
visualization 

https://www.zencos.com/blog/text-mining-examples-advanced-analytics/


Example of my previous research work in Asia: 
Text Mining: Twitter Data Analysis-Perceived Benefits of Hosting APEC to Papua 
New Guineans
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18BXEr5nhjxS44fyE4ltytmu6llO_QHIJ/view?usp=sha
ring



4. DATA VISUALIZATION



Data visualization is the act of taking information 
(data) and placing it into a visual context, such as a 
map or graph.

Data visualizations make big and small data easier for 
the human brain to understand, and visualization also 
makes it easier to detect patterns, trends, and outliers 
in groups of data.

Good data visualizations should place meaning into 
complicated datasets so that their message is clear and 
concise.

What is Data visualization?



Tools used to Build Data Visualization 



Tools used to Build Data Visualization 

Best tools for Big Data visualization can be outlined as follows:

1.Tableau
2.Infogram
3.ChartBlocks
4.Datawrapper
5.Plotly
6.RAW
7.Visual.ly
8.D3.js
9.Ember Charts
10.Google Charts
11.Highcharts
12.Polymaps
13.Modest Maps

https://bigdata-madesimple.com/review-of-20-best-big-data-visualization-tools/

https://bigdata-madesimple.com/review-of-20-best-big-data-visualization-tools/


https://www.kolabtree.com/blog
/11-best-open-source-data-
visualization-tools/

11 Best Open-
Source Data 
Visualization 
Tools

Free Tools! !

https://www.kolabtree.com/blog/11-best-open-source-data-visualization-tools/


Examples of data visualization in action



Tableau Case Study: Iraq 
SDGs Data Visualization

https://public.tableau.com/profile/abbas1073#!/

https://public.tableau.com/profile/abbas1073


Step 3: Build a dashboard to show your 
insights and Build a story to present



Case Study: Iraq SDGs Data Visualization



https://public.tableau.com/profile/abbas1073#!/

https://public.tableau.com/profile/abbas1073


5. DIGITAL DATA COLLECTION



1.Save time and money  
2.Access anytime , anywhere, offline too
3.Speed and Efficiency
4.Data Quality
5.Visibility and Tracking

The Advantages of Digital Data Collection



Mobile data collection is a method of compiling 
qualitative and quantitative information with the help of 
a mobile device (e.g. mobile phone, tablet, etc.)

1. Choose the right mobile data collection tool
2. Design your mobile survey
3. Build your mobile data collection app
4. Deploy your mobile data colelction software
5. Train your team in mobile data collection
6. Sustain your mobile data collection program

Guide to Data Mobile Collection 

Qualitative data is 
descriptive rather 
than numeric

Quantitative data comes 
in the form of numbers, 
quantities, and values  



https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/www.humanitarianresponse.info/files/docum
ents/files/unhcr_kobo_guidelines_may2016.pdf

https://portal.undac.org/pssuportal/portalrest/filesharing/download/public/4RvGyYd8ZaQMIIq

https://www.youtube.com/user/KoBoToolbox

https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/sites/www.humanitarianresponse.info/files/documents/files/unhcr_kobo_guidelines_may2016.pdf
https://portal.undac.org/pssuportal/portalrest/filesharing/download/public/4RvGyYd8ZaQMIIq
https://www.youtube.com/user/KoBoToolbox


https://drive.google.com/file/d/13pn7AeTyNz-C4RblSkLSJYa6IUtbQu62/view

KoBoToolBox مادختسانعةیبرعلاةخسنلا

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13pn7AeTyNz-C4RblSkLSJYa6IUtbQu62/view


The Kobo Toolbox is a free data collection solution available for
Android mobile devices. KoBoToolbox is a suite of tools for field data
collection for use in challenging environments. The software is free
and open source and works both on and offline.

It has been developed by the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative with
support from UN OCHA This open source mobile data collection tool
was designed by and for the international development and
humanitarian community.

https://support.kobotoolbox.org/

What is Kobo Toolbox?

What languages are supported?
You can create KoBoToolbox projects in many languages, including 
Arabic

https://support.kobotoolbox.org/


Example of Using KoBo Toolbox for
Digital Surveys Applications



UPNG STUDENTS-GENDER 
Gender Equity Social Inclusion (GESI) Implementation Baseline Review

PNG-Australia Governance Partnership

Created by Data Science Team/ Knowledge Analytics & Learning Platform in Partnership with 
Public Sector Leadership & Reform Partnership (PSL&RP) 26th of June 2018



School or Discipline-UPNG

Age  Range-UPNG



PC-Q3: Does this institution have a clearly stated policy on 
equity and diversity?

PC3Male No Percentage
Unsure 55 51.89
Yes 33 31.13
NO 16 15.09
NA 2 1.89

PC3Female No Percentage
Unsure 75 60.48
Yes 31 25.00
NO 17 13.71
NA 1 0.81

51.89
%

1.89%

15.09
%

51.89%

0.81
%13.71

%

25.00
%

60.48%

MALE FEMALE

PC-Q3: Does this institution have a clearly stated policy on equity and diversity?



OC-Q2: In general, how would you rate your overall experiences of this institution’s 
environment?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d1X_hLZ7An7XxdwTTUUH5TBTvp40gyP6/view

To view full results of the Gender Equity Social Inclusion (GESI) 
Implementation Baseline Review use the below link:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1d1X_hLZ7An7XxdwTTUUH5TBTvp40gyP6/view


6. DRONE TECHNOLOGY AND
MULTISPECTRAL SENSOR, GEOSPATIAL
AND REMOTE SENSING TECHNOLOGY



• Drone aerial data collection 
• Open source QGIS is cross-platform desktop 

geographic information system application that 
supports viewing, create, edit, visualise, analyse 
and publish of geospatial data/information on 
Windows, Mac, Linux, BSD and mobile devices
• Operating Drone with multispectral sensor and 

using DroneDeploy leading cloud software 
platform for commercial drones to capture 
images, create maps and 3D models, and 
analyse data



Example of my previous research work in Asia: 
Example#1 in PNG: Drone Mapping of PAU/PNG Farms- The algorithms have been 
used to do the following: 1. Plant Disease Detection;2. Security; 3. Trees Count, etc.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LlRkwMJLfIE0a9VpcsnE63c7yXtpkkr/view?usp=sharing



Example#2 in Indonesia: Drone Mapping of Palm Oil Trees- Predicting Palm Oil Yield 
using Smart Farming Technology
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_tyvlD7Qluq4rXFkRRZL_r6FHH271NmV/view?usp=sh
aring



Thank you


